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8 ABSTRACT: A self-assembly of clay nanotubes in functional arrays for the production
9 of organized organic/inorganic heterostructures is described. These 50-nm-diameter
10 natural alumosilicate nanotubes are biocompatible. Halloysite allows for 10−20 wt %
11 chemical/drug loading into the inner lumen, and it gives an extended release for days
12 and months (anticorrosion, self-healing, flame-retardant, antifouling, and antibacterial
13 composites). The structured surfaces of the oriented nanotube micropatterns enhance
14 interactions with biological cells, improving their capture and inducing differentiation in
15 stem cells. An encapsulation of the cells with halloysite enables control of their growth
16 and proliferation. This approach was also developed for spill petroleum bioremediation
17 as a synergistic process with Pickering oil emulsification. We produced 2−5-nm-
18 diameter particles (Au, Ag, Pt, Co, Ru, Cu−Ni, Fe3O4, ZrO2, and CdS) selectively
19 inside or outside the aluminosilicate clay nanotubes. The catalytic hydrogenation of
20 benzene and phenol, hydrogen production, impacts of the metal core−shell
21 architecture, the metal particle size, and the seeding density were optimized for high-
22 efficiency processes, exceeding the competitive industrial formulations. These core−shell mesocatalysts are based on a safe and
23 cheap natural clay nanomaterial and may be scaled up for industrial applications.

24 ■ INTRODUCTION

25 For us, Helmuth Möhwald’s research is founded on a self-
26 organization strategy in the design of new functional materials
27 with integrated nano/microstructures. First, there were his
28 illuminating works on 2D self-assembly in Langmuir
29 monolayer patterns on water surfaces with a deep under-
30 standing of the structures and phase transitions of these
31 systems, followed by the study of Langmuir−Blodgett
32 multilayer films with great physical interpretations. Then, his
33 name was associated with other methods of interfacial
34 assembly including layer-by-layer (LbL) nanoarchitecture
35 based on the electrostatic attraction of positive and negative
36 polyelectrolytes or other nanoparticles. Finally, his most cited
37 papers on LbL microshells opened a new era in nano-
38 encapsulation development.1−3

39 I (Y.L.) regularly visited the Max Planck Institute for
40 Colloids and Interface and collaborated with Helmuth’ team
41 on LbL materials. During these summer visits, we took long
42 evening walks in Golm, talking about life and of course science,
43 which was a major part of Helmuth’ life. He challenged me to
44 provide deeper work with better physical understanding.
45 During such walks, we planned a strategy to develop a new
46 research field: halloysite clay nanotube core−shell design. We
47 planned to use a uniquely different inside/outside chemistry of
48 these ceramic nanoscrolls for their use as containers for the
49 sustained delivery of chemical inhibitors and drugs.4−6 A
50 general nanoarchitectural development of halloysite systems by

51placing different compounds (catalytic nanoparticles, fluores-
52cent quantum dots, drugs, proteins, and DNA) in the tube
53lumens or onto their external surface was suggested. Many of
54these plans have been realized,7−12 but some of them are still
55being developed, for example, Langmuir−Blodgett multilayer
56films from hydrophobized halloysite.
57In this article, we generalize the self-assembly of natural clay
58nanotubes in functional arrays to produce organized organic/
59inorganic/metal heterostructures. These halloysite nanotubes
60are biocompatible, which is logical considering the millions of
61years that living organisms coexisted with clays. Halloysite
62allows for 10−20 wt % chemical loading into the inner lumen,
63and it gives an extended release for days and months after
64application (anticorrosion, self-healing, flame-retardant, and
65antibacterial composites). The structured surfaces of the
66oriented nanotubes enhance the interactions with biological
67cells, improving their capture and inducing differentiation in
68stem cells. An encapsulation of biocells with halloysite enables
69continuous control of the microorganism’s growth and
70proliferation. This approach was also developed for spill
71petroleum bioremediation as a synergistic process with
72Pickering oil emulsification and bacterial delivery. Quantum
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